Norm Jensen
(1940-2012)
and photograph in other areas of Oregon. His reliability, patience,
sensitivity and true love of animals resulted in a great demand for
his services, and sometimes he was booked a year in advance.
For seven years Norm lived in a rustic cabin in Takilma in the
Illinois Valley, surrounded by Douglas fir, madrone, ponderosa pine
t is hard for us to know, as we didn’t think to ask in time, but
and white oak. It had an outhouse for a bathroom and no running
Norm Jensen either knew of his fascination with the flora of the
water, and he loved it. Maybe his longevity there had something to
Klamath-Siskiyou Mountains before he arrived in southwestern
do with the fact that about half the time he could indulge in all the
Oregon in 2001 (he was fifty-nine), or he very quickly acquired it, as
modern amenities in someone else’s house! During his time in the
evidenced by his participation in NPSO flora forays that same year.
Illinois Valley, he acquired extensive knowledge of
He immediately put his long-standing interest
the location of the many special plants that grow
in photography to valuable use by compiling an
there and shared his knowledge with other plant
extensive photographic record of the wildflowers
lovers by leading multiple NPSO field trips. His
of this region. His collection totals over twenty
final residence was in Medford, where he shared a
thousand superb images.
house with the owners.
From the start, Norm befriended many
Prior to moving to the Rogue Valley, Norm lived
botanists at the Forest Service, BLM, Nature
in the San Francisco Bay area where he taught school.
Conservancy, US Fish and Wildlife Service,
He loved teaching his third graders! He claimed to
and National Park Service, seeking their help
have been the first person to bring a computer into
in the identification of his photos, wanting to
the classroom there, most probably one that he put
know more about the flora of our region and
together from a kit. He taught himself to sail and
to locate botanical hotspots. He soon started
spent lots of time sailing in San Francisco Bay. He
volunteering his services on projects for agency
loved skiing, so when he retired from teaching, he
personnel. His last project was collecting seeds
moved to the Lake Tahoe area of California. His
from two wild whitebark pine trees on Mount
interest in computers (again, self-taught) enabled
Ashland to preserve the genome of that species
him to set up a consulting business there. And, as
in the Siskiyou Mountains.
ever, he continued to photograph nature.
Norm soon became an expert on the
As a youngster, he was confined for a full year
flowering plants of southern Oregon, along the
Norm Jensen at Woodcock Fen. Photo
in an iron lung, after contracting polio at the
way learning the detailed botanical terminology by Alex Maksymowicz.
age of ten. He was one of the few to survive this
necessary to use the keys and to discuss the
experience and come out relatively unscathed. His brother recalls
ecology and taxonomy of wildflowers. He even took up sparring
that it was during this time that he began excelling in school, and
over the correct pronunciation of Latin words! Cheerful, helpful, and
perhaps it was during this confinement that he developed his
fearless, he was the perfect companion on botanical expeditions.
incredible focus and ability to teach himself anything.
Eventually, Norm’s passion focused on finding and photographing
Norm loved to cook and eat good food and drink good wine.
rare wildflowers, utterly intrigued as he was by the Siskiyou
He was always a welcome guest at dinner parties, especially
endemics. He traveled extensively in our region, camping in his
because he was an attentive, sympathetic and non-judgmental
beloved gray van to get that magical early morning light so coveted
listener. He was a very private person; his way was to learn about
by photographers (and to avoid wind).
others rather than talk about himself. But he was very open to
His visits to family members in northern California and the
answering questions about himself if asked. He had a great sense
Rocky Mountain states were often timed to correspond with native
of humor and a love of the English language which he put to use
plant society hikes, and he expanded his society memberships to
frequently; there were those witty jabs with just a touch of sarcasm
include the California and Utah native plant societies in addition
that always brought a twinkle to his eye, and e-mail exchanges
to NPSO.
with him could escalate into a game of punsmanship, each pun
In 2004, he put his computer skills to use by volunteering to
engendering another over many messages.
create a website for the Dorothy King Young chapter of CNPS
Norm was a very special person who has left behind not only
(Mendocino County) and continued to serve as their webmaster
the extensive family to whom he was very attached, but also the
until his death. He served as the NPSO webmaster for six years
many friends that he made during his eleven years in Oregon and
(2006-2012) and set up and moderated the NPSO Discussion List.
those previous. His memory lives on in our hearts, and his many
He posted many, many of his flower photographs on the CalPhotos
exquisite photos populate a number of web pages.
website, and later in the NPSO Photogallery, which he set up and
His artistic sense is on display in his wildflower photography
managed. His personal botanical websites were creative, whimsical,
and in the composition, arrangement and design of his websites.
and artistic: http://mitella.org/ and http://botanicals.mymesis.com/
Norm chose to use his time here on earth doing the things he truly
photos/main.php. It’s worth checking them out!
loved. He was a man of peace: gentle, patient, and generous with
Starting with one client in Ashland, Norm developed a farhis time. He walked in beauty.
ranging house and pet sitting service that allowed him to botanize

This is a brief glimpse into his life, jointly written from the musings
and piecing together of a life by two of his good friends, Cecile
Shohet and Alex Maksymowicz.
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A memorial fund has been set up through the Oregon Flora
Project (http://www.oregonflora.org/) to incorporate Norm
Jensen’s photographic record of native plants (over 20,000 images)
into a lasting archive for use by the botanic community and as a
historic record in documenting the Oregon flora. Donation checks

may be sent to Agricultural Research Foundation, 100 Strand
Ag Hall, Oregon State University, Corvallis OR 97331-4067. In
the memo column, please write #4482 Oregon Flora Project, In
Memory of (IMO): Norm Jensen.

Book Review
Plant Reintroduction in a Changing Climate:
Promises and Perils
Maschinski, J. and K. E. Haskins. 2012. ISBN 978-1-59726-8318 432 pp. Island Press, Washington, D.C. www.islandpress.com;
$100 cloth, $50 paper.
After the Endangered Species Act was passed in 1973, preventing
extirpation (artificial extinction) became a serious national interest.
The conservation and restoration of natural communities remains
the primary emphasis because threatened species are always protected
best in their natural habitats. Where species have disappeared from
their natural habitats, however, plans to reintroduce them have assumed great importance.
Plant reintroduction is our foremost strategy to
return declining endangered and threatened plant
populations back to sustainable levels. This book is
a review of recent progress in this field over the past
fifteen years or so; it follows a review published in
1996. Not a book for the casual reader, it is directed
at professionals and students in the field, serving as
a vehicle for sharing practical experience and new
ideas. Much of the text is technical, especially the
statistical models that bring order to diverse sets of
data. Of more general interest will be the chapters
that summarize past experience and offer guidance
for future practice.
The first chapters summarize the rest of the
book. In chapter 2, Ed Guerrant, conservation director at the
Berry Botanic Garden, provides a cogent narrative of the past two
decades of rare plant reintroduction: what conservation managers
have attempted and their success rates. I found Chapter 3 the most
informative chapter in the book: a team of British botanists do
a meta-analysis of reintroductions of an incredible array of plant
forms, experimental styles, and habitats from around the world since
1900. Among their more surprising observations is that widespread
regional endemics are as fussy about their habitat requirements as
narrow endemics, not having a broader habit tolerance and thus
just as difficult to reintroduce successfully. From this they conclude
that, “there is little ecological justification for using reintroduction
throughout a species’ historic range while ignoring the potential of
close range MR to mitigate against threatened plant decline.”
The “MR” just quoted is an acronym for “managed relocation,” a
powerful subtext of this book. It is an emerging paradigm that hides
under the presumed attention to climate change of the book’s title. In
all the discussions, after affirming climate change is important, there
is no clear offering on how to incorporate climate change predictions
into plant reintroduction models. While almost every chapter makes
reference to MR, Chapter 13 tackles the subject head on. Managed
relocation is a hot topic because its application is controversial.
Attention to the idea in the conservation community is recent. The
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publication record begins in 2005 with a definition of the phrase
“assisted migration,” changed eventually to “managed relocation”
to avoid confusion with animal migration. Managed relocation is
exactly the same as reintroduction but with the introduction sites
being outside the historical range of the species. The further outside
the historical range, the more uneasy skeptical conservation biologists
are. Those who are flatly opposed to MR call it “planned invasion.”
There is a spectrum of conservation biologists whose willingness to
consider MR ranges from modest to those who advocate constructing
new ecological communities. The arguments make for interesting
reading. Most opposition involves fears that relocation could go awry,
introducing a potentially aggressive invasive and its
microbial associates—also potentially aggressive,
detrimental invasives. There are few data to support
this apprehension, but it is clearly a strong force to
contend with in rare species conservation circles.
The middle chapters of this book focus on
issues dealing with this controversy in the broader
context of reintroduction theory. Chapters 4, 5
and 6 discuss public involvement, genetics, and
microbial associations with rare plants.
Chapter 7 posits that, “Of all conservation
strategies…reintroductions require the most
sophisticated understanding of species biology and
ecology.” A dense review of niche theory is weak in
practical application but strong in modeling that
predicts future distributions. It is followed by a
discussion of niche attribute studies that show microsite properties
are especially critical for long term persistence of propagules in
reintroduction projects. Chapter 8 is also focused on modeling,
in this case on rare species habitats. It is anticipated that practical
applications will result from understanding gained from the models.
The most statistically complex topic in the book is Population
Viability Analysis (PVA) covered in Chapter 9. PVA is invoked in
other chapters, also, as offering the best means of analyzing data to
predict success in survival of long lived perennials. There are, however,
few studies that use PVA in planning and evaluating reintroduction
success because of the expense and effort needed to gather the detailed
demographic data needed for PVA.
Small population paradigms are discussed in Chapter 10,
covering founder factors in survival. Chapter 11 is about success
criteria as defined by the IUCN, with a target of monitoring for
over 10 years. Chapter 12 discusses the unique problems of working
with very small source populations in Hawaii. The most significant
contribution this book makes to practical reintroduction strategy is
contained in its Appendix 1, “Center for Plant Conservation Best
Reintroduction Practice Guidelines.” There are 43 carefully crafted
guidelines that every land manager would do well to read and absorb
when entertaining a rare plant reintroduction project.
-David Wagner, Emerald Chapter.
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